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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND
The National Maritime Safety Authority (NMSA) introduced the
implementation of the Global Maritime Distress and Safety Services (GMDSS)
for Papua New Guinea in September 2016. VHF Digital Selective Calling
(DSC) system is a core component of the GMDSS system. Currently the VHF
DSC service is only provided for Port Moresby sea area covering up to 40
nautical miles.
The GMDSS employs automated marine radio distress alerting by the use of
Digital Selective Calling (DSC). The technology is available on both high
frequency (HF) and very high frequency (VHF) Digital Selective Calling (DSC)
system and used in GMDSS to transmit distress alert from ships. It may also
be used by coastal stations to acknowledge distress alert and for relaying
distress alert from ship or coastal station. The DSC controller sends a digital
signal that will ring other DSC radios by triggering an alarm and displaying
details about the caller and the nature of the call. Once a DSC call has been
transmitted to a particular station or to all stations in the coverage area, a
voice message can be sent in the normal way.
Whilst many vessels that are 300 gross tonnage and above comply with the
IMO requirements of Safety of Life at Sea Conventions (SOLAS), there are
also many vessels that are under 300 gross ton and do not fit into this
category, including small boats and banana boats that are operating
throughout Papua New Guinea coastal waters. The implementation of the
VHF DSC project to other Ports will address the communication carriage
requirements for non-SOLAS compliant vessels and safety of the small craft
operating within the baseline of the coverage area of the radio system. The
project when commissioned will contribute towards the promotion of
navigation safety within the Maritime Provinces in line with the Protocol of
revised Merchant Shipping Act and the Small Craft Safety Act.
In general the Distress and safety channels are single frequency simplex
mode where all users (small boats, ships and coast stations) can
communicate directly with each other.
The National Maritime Safety Authority has since installed a remote controlled
VHF distress and safety system for Port Moresby sea area operating on
channels 16 (the distress and safety channel), marine channel 67
(supplementary distress and working) and channel 70 for Digital selective
calling and is very useful particularly for non-SOLAS vessels engaged in
domestic voyage including small crafts (banana boat) safety.
Hand Portable/handheld VHF equipment can also render great service to
those at sea, being used as additional or back-up equipment on a vessel or a
small craft (banana boat), or in a life-raft. Some of the models have built-in
GPS receiver and a limited set of DSC functions. Marine VHF radios fitted
with DSC function may also offer a single-button distress alert facility and
automatic watch keeping.
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All SOLAS or non-SOLAS vessels and or small craft/boats with approved
marine VHF radios are issued a Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI)
number. A MMSI number is a unique nine-digit code set into your DSCcapable radio transceiver to identify your vessel or coast station.
“The VHF DSC radio technology is a valuable development in allowing all
vessels to summon help quickly with the single push of a button.
The use of this commercial standard equipment and the sensitivity, reliability
and stability it offers, will provide those at sea with a greater level of
assurance that their distress signal will be detected and a search and rescue
operation rapidly activated in the case of an emergency.”
1.2

GENERAL OVERVIEW / OBJECTIVE
To ensure compliance with the requirements of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO), the National Maritime Safety Authority is undertaking to
install six new remote controlled VHF radios at selected sites to provide digital
selective calling (DSC) services to ships within the VHF radio coverage of the
selected ports.
Previously, due to funding constrains the current remote controlled VHF DSC
is provided only to cover the Port Moresby sea area up to 40 nautical miles.
NMSA considers that it is now feasible to extend the VHF DSC Services to
other selected ports within PNG.
The detail specification for the VHF DSC system is published in the
International Telecommunication Union recommendation ITU-R M.493,
revision 14 being the most recent. (http://www.itu.int/dms_pubrec/itur/rec/m/R-REC-M.493-14-201509-I!!PDF-E.pdf
a) That an effective regional maritime search and rescue system for PNG waters
is established and operated from the Maritime Rescue Coordinating Centre.
b) Improved maritime safety and security culture among the maritime
communities is achieved through better awareness and new attitudes towards
self-help, basic seamanship, safety first mentality and usage of VHF marine
transceivers with DSC capability;
c) NMSA’s capacity to monitor maritime safety and security in PNG’s coastal
waters is strengthened through use of this commercial standard equipment
and the sensitivity, reliability and stability it offers, will provide those at sea
with greater level of assurance that their distress signal will be detected and a
search and rescue operation rapidly activated in the case of an emergency;
and
d) Recognizing the needs of Non-SOLAS Vessels in GMDSS Modernization.
While GMDSS requirements apply only to SOLAS vessels, it is customary for
most administrations to apply some of the GMDSS requirements to nonSOLAS vessels under its domestic regulation.
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1.3

STANDARDS
The following minimum standards form part of this Statement of Requirements
herein;
 International Telecommunication Union recommendation ITU-R M.493,
revision 14
 International Convention for the SOLAS, 1974, as amended
 Licensed Radio Dealer by the National Information and Communication
Technology Authority (NICTA)

The contractor is committed to undertake this engagement in accordance with
best practices, standards and workmanship.
1.4

GENERAL SCOPE

 The overall requirement of this project is the supply and delivery of VHF
DSC radio transceivers and associated equipment, installation, test and
commission of the VHF DSC system. Radio links and alternate power
sources and considerations will depend on the availability at the specific
NMSA preferred site.
The six selected ports are Alotau, Lae, Madang, Wewak, Kimbe and Rabaul.
Detailed site information of the NMSA preferred sites is provided in Appendix
11.1.

2.0

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

2.1

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
By accepting the Terms of Reference (ToR), the successful bidder confirms
that it meets the following qualifying conditions:

 The successful bidder holds a valid Radio Dealers licences issued by the
National Information and Communication Technology Authority (NICTA).
 The engaging firm is committed to undertake this engagement in
accordance with best practice and standard.
 The engaging firm must be currently registered, as required under the
PNG Companies Act 1997, and must always comply with the requirements
and guidelines of Investment Promotion Authority (IPA).
 The firm engaged must comply with all tax requirements, as required by
the Internal Revenue Commission (IRC) and must have a current
operating Certificate of Compliance (CoC).
2.2

QUALIFICATION & EXPERIENCE
The successful bidder is expected to be a licensed Radio Dealer; all staff
engaged on this project must have the relevant technical qualifications
necessary to be able to perform the task and having all the required
installation tools and radio communication test equipment to carry out the
technical work and assessment as required by the project. The successful
bidder must also be able to demonstrate these experiences. The successful
bidder may be requested to provide evidence of similar engagements.
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2.3

EXPECTED OUTCOME
The NMSA request the successful bidder to observe the highest standard of
ethics during the project execution.
The NMSA requires the marine VHF DSC system to be fully operational with
optimum coverage after completion of this project. The NMSA expects the
execution of this project to be conducted in a professional and timely manner
and should comply with all National and International best practices.
The NMSA expects a commissioning and completion report and to be
comprehensive and should be used as guideline for future upgrade and
expansion of the VHF marine DSC network.
NMSA wishes the project to be concluded within eight months period from the
date of commencement.

3.0

CONSTRAINTS
There are unique requirements of this project that should be noted includes;

 leasing with Telikom PNG for microwave link capacity and site accessibility
to these remote locations;
 the transmitters and the receivers for the marine VHF DSC services will be
remotely controlled from the Pacific MMI building in Port Moresby, a
careful analyses of the radio frequencies should be taken into account to
avoid harmful radio interference to other users of these sites;
 As the VHF marine DSC service is a Distress and Safety system the
equipment offered should have support in PNG with 99.999% uptime
which must be taken into consideration when presenting the solution;
 Some site accessibility may result in steep climbs using four wheel drive
vehicles and other site may use helicopter access only; the change in
weather condition on mountain tops etc. may also cause delays in
delivering the project;
 Overall the successful bidder must prepare for unexpected and/or
unforeseen situation/issue which may contribute to the delivery and/or the
delay in completing the project on time.
4.0

VHF DSC COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

4.1

CURRENT VHF DSC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The current VHF DSC system for Port Moresby is based on the ICOM FR5000 radio, with an expected line of sight coverage of 40nm. The VHF radio
transceivers are located on Paga Hill and are programed at distress Channel
16 and 67 for voice and Channel 70 for data.
DSC signals are uplinked onto NMSA VHF E1 radio link to the Coastal Radio
Console, Maritime Rescue Coordinating Centre (MRCC) located in MMI
Building. A network block diagram of existing VHF DSC Network is provided
in Appendix 11.2.
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4.2

PROJECT SCOPE
The turnkey solution to be provided by the successful Bidder should cater for
all the elements of VHF DSC communication system taking into account the
nature of the Global Maritime Distress Safety System.
A network block diagram of proposed VHF DSC Network is provided in
Appendix 11.3.

 As this is a Distress and Safety Service, a dedicated IP based circuit is
required from end to end and between the selected sites and the
Operations Centre in Port Moresby.
The contractor shall be responsible for the supply, installation and
commissioning of;

 Duplicated VHF radio equipment sets consisting of radio transceivers,
antennas, cavity filters, cabling, and all ancillary items required to make
the DSC system fully operational.
 An independent IP based wide area network (WAN), linking all remote
VHF DSC sites to the Port Moresby MRCC.

 Appropriate power supply system based on each site and discussions with
the site owner. (Power supply could consist of multiple solar panels
(photovoltaic cells), regulators, and storage battery banks, and a single
standby generator for each site, together with main switchboards,
distribution boards and control and protection equipment).
 An IP based remote control and monitoring system between Port Moresby
and remote sites for the radios, communications equipment, and power
supply system.
 The contractor shall provide adequate spares and test equipment for all
systems to meet the RMA requirements specified herein

 The contractor shall provide documentation including operation and
maintenance manuals, specifications, drawings, configuration details, and
installation instructions for all equipment supplied under the contract.
 The contractor shall provide full equipment and system training to NMSA
officers who will be responsible for maintaining and managing the system
provided.
4.3

VHF RADIO REQUIREMENTS

 Digital radio transceivers, antenna, cavity filters, cabling and any
associated equipment. Radios shall have main standby configuration, with
full remote monitoring and control capability.
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4.4

4.5

DIGITAL LINK REQUIREMENTS

 Bidder is required to assess existing NMSA network and provide
technically superior and cost effective proposals based on IP WAN
protocols.
POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENT

 NMSA has identified preferred site at each ports. Proposals compatible to
supply at selected sites, including alternate source and backup system.
 Installation to conform to AS 3000 and AS 2676 standards.

4.6

4.7

4.8

EQUIPMENT SHELTER

 NMSA has identified preferred site at each port. Proposal shall confirm
suitability and engage with site owner for equipment shelter space usage.
INSTALLATION WORKS

 Installation of all systems shall be performed by qualified engineers and
conform to ISO standards; VHF radio, power supply and radio links where
applicable, network connection and integration.
 Local standards and conditions shall be observed.

TRAINING, SPARE PARTS, TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

 Proposal shall include list of recommended tools, equipment and spare
parts.
 Proposal shall include technical training for NMSA technicians.

4.9

TEST & COMMISSIONING

 Provide documentation on individual site test followed by system test
including test from site to the Coastal Radio Console at the MRCC.

4.10

DOCUMENTATION

4.11

REMOVAL OF CONSTRUCTION REMAINS

 Provide operational and maintenance documentations, including as built,
test and commissioning documentations.
 At completion of site installation, all remaining materials shall be disposed
of in an environmentally free manner.
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4.12

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

 The contractor is responsible to liaise with Telikom and NICTA for all
necessary approvals prior to commencement of Work.
The objectives of this service are as follows:
a)

to obtain the maximum sea area coverage required from the chosen
sites;

b) to cause minimal radio interference to other co-sited users; taking into
consideration sufficient separation should be provided between the DSC
distress channel receiver antennas and any transmitting antennas
within the installation site.
c)

to provide reliable and correct remote control operation.

d)

microwave radio link for each of the sites should be considered.

 That in a GMDSS coastal radio station installation, sufficient separation
should be provided between the DSC distress channel receiver
antennas and any transmitting antennas within the installation area.
This is to avoid any de-sensitization of the DSC distress channel
receivers if any transmitter is used at full power on any designated
transmit frequency other than the DSC distress frequencies;
 The contractor shall:

a) Discuss with relevant staff within NMSA to obtain an insight of NMSA’s
requirements regarding VHF Digital Selective Calling for the six ports.
b) Confirm with NMSA the preferred site at each port and liaise with the
respective site owner for site access and other requirements.
c) Be responsible for transportation of all equipment and spare parts
supplied to individual tower sites.
d) Be responsible for all cost including, labour, transportation and
accommodation of personnel required to install its equipment in the
respective sites.
e) Provide monthly progress reports.
f) A full technical report of work carried out is to be submitted after
successful completion of installation of each site.
5.0

APPENDICES
Appendix 11.1
Appendix 11.2
Appendix 11.3
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2.

STANDARDS

Further to the Standards referenced in Section 1 of the document, Requirements for
the Works, the equipment, systems and installation shall in general comply to the
relevant specifications of;



GMDSS requirements
ITU-R M-493, revision 14 (being the latest update)

Any material not otherwise specified shall be new and, where applicable, material
and workmanship shall be in accordance with the relevant PNG National Institute
Standards and Building Codes.
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Appendix 11.1

List of Preferred Sites

No
.
1

Site Names

Site Owner

Province

Access

Power type

Lat

Long

Altitude

Mt. Lunamann

Telikom

Lae

Road

06˚44’1.17“S.

Mt. Nobonob

Telikom

Madang

Road

362m

23m

3

Mt. Dafure

Telikom

Kimbe

Helicopter

744m

24m

4

Goodenough

Telikom

Milne Bay

Helicopter

2,5,31m

20m

Mt. Dimodimo
(alternate)

Telikom

Milne Bay

Helicopter

Nil

05˚34’41.00“S.
09˚20’
02.00“S.
10˚27’02.00“S.

147˚ 00’ 35.13“
E
145˚ 45’08.00“
E
150˚ 06’ 58.00“
E
150˚12’ 16.00“
E
150˚23’ 58.00“E

64m

2

PNG Power Standby
genset
PNG Power Standby
Genset
Hybrid
with
two
genset
Nil

Tower
height
20 m

1101m

30m

5

Mt. Tomavatur

Telikom

Rabaul

Road

04˚22’01.00“S.

152˚09’ 10.00“E

440m

39m

6

Mt. Nauwein

PNGASL

Wewak

Road

PNG Power Standby
Genset
PNG Power/ Standby
Genset

03˚ 37’ 18.12“
S.

143˚37’ 27.36“E
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20m

Remarks
Complete MOP
for assessment
Complete MOP
for assessment
Complete MOP
for assessment
Complete MOP
for assessment
Need to Provide
own
Solar.
PNGASL to install
own Hybrid power
setup.
Complete MOP
for assessment
PNGASL
Requirements

Appendix 11.2

Port Moresby VHF DSC Network Diagram

VHF DSC Network (Existing)
HF Mt. Lawes
HF Taldora

MRCC
MMI Building, Downtown Pom

40nm coverage

Telikom E1 Link
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VHF DSC
HF DSC (Lawes & Taldora)
AIS

VHF DSC Transceivers
Ch.16 - voice
Ch.67 - voice
Ch.70 – data (distress dsc)

Paga Hill
Telikom Site

Console Interface
Tx/Rx Radio

Displays
- vessel name
- MMSI no.
- lat/lon if GPS equip

Note;
New system reguire
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Appendix 11.3

Proposed VHF DSC Network Diagram

VHF DSC Network (Proposed)

Radio A/B

MRCC
MMI Building, Downtown Pom
Displays
- vessel name
- MMSI no.
- lat/lon if GPS equip

Radio A/B

NMSA LAN @MRCC
Radio A/B

Radio A/B

3rd Party
Communications
Network
Radio A/B

Radio A/B

VHF DSC Radio Transceivers
Ch.16 - voice
Ch.67 - voice
Ch.70 – data (distress dsc)
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